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We have been alongside artisan gelato makers since the very beginning and we know 
all about the various challenges and problems that everyone in the field faces at some 
stage. We are dedicated to carrying out research and experiments in order to offer 
concrete, effective solutions, because we are keen to bring innovation and inspire the 
world of artisan gelato, just as it has always inspired us. 

our support
for gelato 

makers

We have been passionately, devotedly working in the world of 
artisan gelato since 1936. 
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Superior ingredientS: tradition has taught us that the quality of products stems from the 

selection of ingredients. Meanwhile, through innovation we must preserve their natural purity 

and integrity. Our research ensures that all of the natural freshness and wholesomeness of our 

ingredients is brought to the fore in safe gelato that offers consistently outstanding results. 

excluSiveneSS and refinement: in keeping with artisan gelato traditions, our products are 

made with a small selection of wholesome, authentic ingredients. We are constantly searching for 

extremely high-quality ingredients that can cater to the tastes of all palates. Exclusive ingredients, 

well-balanced recipes and the unmistakable taste of masterfully made artisan gelato. 
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a range of all natural productS: the selection keeps on growing and it caters to 

both current consumer demand and new trends in the artisan gelato world. Behind it all are 

numerous years of research and in-depth experiments into production processes. Rediscover 

the wholesomeness and authenticity of taste with our range of natural products. 

the perfect recipe for 
expertS in the field

tranSparency: for us, that means creating products on a daily basis with as much old-

fashioned, unadulterated goodness as possible. We use a small number of simple ingredients and 

provide plain, clear details of them to our customers, who are taking even greater care to ensure 

that the products that they consume are safe and certified. In addition to offering transparency 

about ingredients, the aim of the “Clean Label” initiative is to continue to develop and guarantee 

fresh, authentic products. 
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a VarIeD, ComprehensIVe all natural 
seleCtIon
Customize your range and make your gelato parlour unique.

unCompromIsIng all natural prInCIples 
For clear, innovative positioning of your range, reflecting the needs 
of contemporary consumers.

all natural is the most interesting, innovative and 
advantageous range of natural ingredients in the artisan 
gelato market. 



eXpertIse anD Vast eXperIenCe
WIth natural IngreDIents
At the service of gelato makers all over the world since 2004.

superIor taste
Bring out the best of the flavor of your gelato thanks to our 
premium natural ingredients and exceptional processes.

teChnICal support 
Our dedicated team of specialist consultants provide direct support 
for gelato makers all over the world.

ALL NATURAL 9
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ALL NATURAL
manIfesto

natural Gelato 
the proDottI stella Way

We make thingS clear 

Current regulations do not tend to give clear, precise descriptions 

of what can be called “Natural Gelato”: there is a great deal of 

ambiguity about the matter, which can confuse consumers and even 

professional members of the trade in some cases.

tranSparency  

As would be expected from a company with our history and DNA, we 

have always espoused the simple, precise principles that together 

form the basis of the Prodotti Stella “All Natural Manifesto”.

a future built on experience

Since 2004, we have constantly strived to develop new All Natural 

products with an uncompromising approach to quality, structure and 

shelf life. Great flavor is guaranteed by our experience. 



ALL NATURAL
manIfesto

Artificial colors Artificial thickeners,
stabilizers or emulsifiers

Palm oil

Hydrogenated
vegetable oil

Genetically modified
organisms (GMOs)

Artificial flavors

all natural proDuCts Do not ContaIn:

ALL NATURAL 11



all natural core is a form of extraction technology that:

•	 guarantees the integrity and wholesomeness of ingredients 

•	 preserves natural aromatic qualities 

•	 makes flavors and fragrances unbeatably rich
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Hydrogenated  
vegetable fats NO NO

Artificial thickeners,
stabilizers and emulsifiers NO NO

Genetically modified
organisms (GMO) NO NO

Palm oil NO NO

Artificial colorings NO NO

Artificial flavorings NO NO

Natural colorings YES NO

Natural flavorings YES NO

CORE 13
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nothing but natural ingredients. they do not contain thickeners 
and emulsifiers produced in synthetic processes or hydrogenated 
vegetable oil. 

the products are completely free of animal ingredients, so they are 
also suitable for people who are lactose intolerant.

a wide range of products, with two bases for the vegan world that 
are also certified gluten-free. 

100% vEgAN, 
ALL NATURAL Gelato

ThiNk vEgAN 15
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The Bases are powdered products that you can combine with liquid 

ingredients (water, milk and fresh cream) and solid ingredients (such 

as sugar, powdered milk and milk protein) to produce a base mix 

which can subsequently be used together with the Pastes, depending 

on the gelato flavor that you want to create.

Bases

 l A comprehensive range of highly customizable bases 

 l Consistent, reliable results and performance

 l Some bases preserve the flavor of the pastes, while others have a 
delicate cream or vanilla aroma

 l A ceaseless search for more wholesome and natural solutions 
(All Natural range)

 l They reduce the potential for mistakes and simplify the working process 

 l They offer scope for creativity and customization

ADvANTAGES
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Products for specific recipes

other poWDereD proDucts

 l For healthy gelato (Stellalight and Soiamix)

 l For vanilla gelato (Hollandish Yellow Vanilla) 

 l For chocolate base mixes (Eurogel Cocoa and 
Eurostella Cocoa)

These are powdered or paste products that can be used to make complex 

recipes. They stem from a constant quest for excellence. 

supplements

 l They improve the quality of the base mixes by 
enhancing their hold

 l They boost volume 

 l They increase the creaminess and facilitate 
scooping

ADvANTAGES

ADvANTAGES

BASES AND SUPPLEmENTS 19



These pastes are for use in conjunction with the base mix 

for cream gelato. They are also used in pastry. 

cream pastes

 l Exclusive brands such as Disaronno and Zabaione with Marsala Florio

 l They are versatile and can be used in both gelato and pastry

 l Some products are powdered to give greater output

 l Italian Hazelnut pastes: with 100% Italian hazelnuts

 l Sicilian pistachio pastes: with 100% Sicilian pistachios

ADvANTAGES
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These pastes are for use in conjunction with the base mix for fruit 

gelato. They can also be utilized together with fresh or frozen fruit.

fruIt pastes

 l Versatile: they are packed with whole fruit pieces, so they are also 
ideal for use in variegato

 l They bring out the best of fresh and frozen fruit

 l They give gelato a rich, attractive color (choose between the versions 
with artificial colorings and those with natural colorings)

PASTES

ADvANTAGES
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A line of complete powdered ready mixes, for cold use.

lIoGel® cream flaVors

 l All in one. Simply add milk and/or water to LIOGEL® products to get 
creamy gelato, sorbet or soft-ice

 l Reliable output

 l Quick to make

ADvANTAGES
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A line of complete powdered ready mixes for cold use, with an 

outstanding dried fruit content.

lIoGel® fruIt flaVors

 l More fruit – packed with fruit pieces

 l All in one: simply add water to LIOGEL® products to get creamy gelato, 
sorbet or soft-ice

 l Reliable output

 l Quick to make

LiOgEL®

ADvANTAGES
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variegato products can really give you an edge. 

Use their visual appeal to make your customers’ mouths water. 

They will not be disappointed when they taste their delights. 

Some are ideal for cream flavors and others for fruit flavors.

VarIeGatI

 l Unique

 l A detail that makes all the difference

 l Colors and forms for highly attractive displays 

ADvANTAGES
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more than just ordinary variegato. 

A range of products containing whole fruit.

VarIeGatI QuattrostaGIonI®

 l The fruit is harvested when perfectly ripe and selected with the utmost care

 l Ideal for garnishing, filling and decorating both gelato and pastry

 l Consistently soft and fragrant even at temperatures below 0°C

vARiEgATi

ADvANTAGES
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A range of high-quality products 

for embellishing gelato and cold desserts.

coatInGs

 l High-quality ingredients

 l High white chocolate content

 l No hydrogenated oils or artificial colorings

 l Excellent fluidity even at room temperature

 l Quick and easy to use

 l Scope for creativity and customization 

ADvANTAGES
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A varied selection of products to add a special touch to gelato and confectionery 

creations, including chips, crumbs, biscuits, sauces and toppings. 

DecoratIons

 l Wide range

 l Versatility: as variegato, decoration and semifreddo flavoring

COATiNgS AND DECORATiONS

ADvANTAGES
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The fresh taste of yogurt with the creamy structure of gelato. 

Delicious, soft, creative and simple to make.

froZen yoGurt

 l Natural: it is healthy, light and easy to digest. It contains fibre and it is 
packed with calcium and low in fat

 l It can be enjoyed in lots of different ways, including as a snack, a meal 
and a dessert

 l Endless pairings can be created with fresh fruit, cereals and sauces

 l It presents a fresh sales opportunity as an alternative to classic gelato 

 l It is a product for everyone: everybody loves it!

 l It is easy to make and serve

ADvANTAGES
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This line of decorations and garnishes for frozen yogurt has the specific 

characteristics required by the world of yogurt. 

froZZtop

 l Fluidity

 l Flavor

 l Ideal quantities of fruit, chips, crumbs and biscuits

FROZEN YOgURT

ADvANTAGES
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The best way to make not only Sicilian granita but also sorbets and ice lollies.

splash

 l Versatile

 l Quick and easy to use

 l All that you need is a slush machine (or a batch 
freezer)

 l Quick and easy to use

 l Creamy

 l Rich coffee flavor 

Treat your customers to a break worthy of a king with milk- or coffee-

flavored cold cream. Few steps for guaranteed results.

cremIto

ADvANTAGES

ADvANTAGES
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Cool and creamy. Popular all over the world. 

soft Gelato

 l Made with the same ingredients as artisan gelato

 l Easy to make

 l Made fresh with every order
 l Endless customization opportunities to make the gelato even more 
delicious

 l Sales opportunities at times when less gelato is eaten

SOFT gELATO AND FROZEN DRiNkS

ADvANTAGES
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Jellymix

Ideal for fruit palet, panna cotta and other desserts for eating with a spoon.

no milk Semifreddo 

This product is designed for making cold dessert specialities without any 

dairy or animal products of any kind

artiStic Sugar

An alternative to sugar that can be shaped into artistic forms of all kinds.

pastry proDucts

This line of baked products is designed for making high-quality pastry 

and semifreddo quickly and easily. 

fornoGel

Solutions for cold desserts.

Powdered products for making semifreddo and desserts. 
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The non-alcoholic syrups in the Bagne Fantasia selection are perfect for 

making cakes for children and they can be used in both pastry and gelato. 

BaGne fantasIa

GlaçaGes

 l High-quality ingredients

 l Designed to cover both surfaces 
and sides

 l Quick and easy to use

       
  

Special chocolate glaçage
 l Powdered chocolate is the main 
ingredient

 l Make cakes that are both 
beautiful and delicious thanks to 
the rich chocolate flavor!

COLD PASTRY AND SEmiFREDDi

ADvANTAGES
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A journey through unexplored flavors. Expert research 
into ingredients from all over the world with certified, 
exclusive origins has given rise to products that 
are designed to make exceptional flavors and 
local traditions accessible to everyone in 
artisan gelato. 

36



 

 

embrace excellence 
The select, natural ingredients give superior results in gelato, thus 
enhancing the prestige of your business. Ensure that your gelato 
parlour has a reputation for excellence!  

original flavorS 
The brand new creations steeped in the aromas and flavors of their 
places of origin will attract more consumers to your establishment. 

prodotti Stella guarantee 
Prodotti Stella guarantees that strict checks will be made on the 
quality, naturalness and certified origins of ingredients. You can 
tell your customers about all of these benefits and we will help you 
to get the message across. 

promoting your buSineSS 
The communication tools will not only promote new flavors, but 
also increase the number of visits to your establishment, raising 
the profile of your business. 

LE viE DELL’ECCELLENZA

ADvANTAGES
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The most famous biscuits in the world now come in the 
form of delicious flavors that nobody will be able to resist 
tasting. 
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hugely successful sales: +90% in 3 years

Both delicious and visually appealing

versatile: as well as in gelato, they are ideal for 
use in delectable confectionery creations such as 
semifreddo and single portion desserts

The biscuits add a highly distinctive touch 

There is a wide range of flavors

i WANT kOOkiE

ADvANTAGES
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Wrap your customers in a delicious embrace with the 
Nutgels from the hiCream range. Delectable and creamy, 
they offer unique pleasures of the palate that make time 
feel like it stands still just for a moment. 
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A wide range and countless mouth-watering 
combinations

 

Cremino

Neat in tubs

Gelato

variegato

Confectionery

Hugely versatile, with numerous possible uses in both gelato 
and confectionery:

hiCREAm

ADvANTAGES
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Every year, we add new products 
to the Gluten Free line, thus 
underlining our belief that 
nobody should miss out on the 
wonders of gelato!

 l Guaranteed certified monitoring

 l The gelato is just as delicious 

 l Vast experience, since 2000

 l A broad, rich and comprehensive 
range 

Who should be offered gluten free 

products? 

 l People with coeliac disease or a 
gluten intolerance. 

 l People with gluten sensitivity

 l People with a gluten-free diet or 
lifestyle 

gLUTEN FREE

ADvANTAGES



all of the products and pictures included herein are part of our current trading selection and they are the exclusive property of prodotti stella spa.

prodotti stella spa reserves the right to make changes to the products illustrated in the catalogue and asks clients to note that the correct details for each product can be found in 
the latest technical sheet available on our website at www.prodottistella.com.

Inside the catalogue, there are registered trademarks owned by prodotti stella spa that cannot for any reason be used or shared without written permission from prodotti stella spa 
and its branches. the company is prepared to follow the most appropriate legal avenues in order to ensure that its rights are protected.

printed in 2019.
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